**SHADY MAPLE ACE**

(ILINOIS ELIGIBLE)

Bay Colt - Foaled March 17, 2021 - Registration #SWA31

Conway Hall 3, 1:53.4 ............... Gordon Lobell 3, 1:55.3

Waldorf Hall 1:52.4f................. Amour Angus 3, 2:03.1f

Winners Only 3, 1:56.2.............. Credit Winner 3, 1:54.0

Only Dreaming 3, T1:59.3

SHADY MAPLE ACE

Elegant Man 1:53.2................. Malabar Man 3, 1:53.1

Er Starla 4, 1:58.3................. Whiteland Elegance 3, 1:59.0f

B L Starchip 4, 1:55.3 ............ Private Messenger

Er Starla (m, Heres Johnny).

By WALDORF HALL 1:57.4f, BT 1:52.2f ($45,844), Sire of 2 in 2:00 including NO LINGERING 2, Q1:59.3s, 3, 1:55.3h-21, BT 1:55.0s-22 ($55,232); CHARM N CAESAR 3, 1:58.4h-21, BT 1:57.1h-22 ($44,205); ALTITUDE INDICATOR BT 2:16.3h-22 ($1,050); PAINTINHTHEUS ($560) etc.

1st dam

ER STARLA 3, 2:13.0h, 3, Q1:59.2, 4, 1:58.3, BT 1:58.0 ($34,808) 7 wins, by ELEGANT MAN 1:53.2, BT 1:51.1. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div at Shelbyville; third in Fred Terry Series leg at Hoosier Park, IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times). At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair S. cons and div; second in IN Fair S. div at Portland, IN Sired Fair S. div (twice); third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse, IN Sired Fair S. div (twice), ISA Elite S. div at Indiana State Fair.

Second foal.

Heres April (m, Heres Johnny).

By WALDORF HALL 1:57.4f, BT 1:52.2f ($45,844), Sire of 2 in 2:00 including NO LINGERING 2, Q1:59.3s, 3, 1:55.3h-21, BT 1:55.0s-22 ($55,232); CHARM N CAESAR 3, 1:58.4h-21, BT 1:57.1h-22 ($44,205); ALTITUDE INDICATOR BT 2:16.3h-22 ($1,050); PAINTINHTHEUS ($560) etc.

2nd dam

B L STARCHIP 3, 1:59.1s, 4, 1:55.3, BT 1:55.0s ($114,838) 6 wins, by PRIVATE MESSENGER.

At 3, winner of INSS div (twice) at Hoosier Park; second in Ralph And Dorothy Rose Series leg (twice) at Hoosier Park; third in Invitation at Indiana Downs. As aged, second in INSS final at Hoosier Park, Invitation (twice) at Hoosier Park; third in Invitation (3 times) at Hoosier Park, Open at Indiana Downs. From 7 foals, dam of 7 winners (1 in 1:56) including.

E R SHANE (g, Swan For All) 3, 2:01.0s, 1:58.4h-21, BT 1:57.1s ($129,265) 21 wins. At 2, second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (3 times); third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice). At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice), IN Sired Fair Circuit Championship final at Frankfurt; second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (3 times), IN Sired Fair S. div at Connersville, ISA Elite S. div at Portland; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse. As aged, winner of OPEN (twice) at Monticello; second in open (7 times); third in open (7 times).

ER SKYWALKER (g, Guccio) 2, 2:01.2s, 3, 1:57.0s, 1:55.0 ($93,458) 16 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div (5 times); second in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (5 times); third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Kentland, IN Sired Fair Circuit Championship final at Frankfurt. At 3, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div at Shelbyville, INSS elig at Hoosier Park; second in Maple City Trot div at Goshen, Richard Taylor Memorial leg at Hoosier Park; third in Chad E. Carlton Series leg at Hoosier Park, INSS elim at Hoosier Park. At 4, third in Ray Paver Sr. Memorial leg at Miami Valley Gaming And Racing.

ER CANDY (m, Justice Hall) 2, 2:15.1h, 3, 2:01.4h, 4, 2:01.0h, BT 1:59.2 ($38,218) 10 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div at Converse; third in IN Sired Fair S. div (twice). At 3, winner of IN Sired S. div at Corydon; second in IN Sired Fair S. div (5 times), Mini Series 2 leg at Hoosier Park; third in IN Sired Fair S. div at Connersville, IN Sires Fair S. div at Corydon.

ER STARLA (m, Elegant Man) 2, 2:13.0h, 3, Q1:59.2, 4, 1:58.3, BT 1:58.0 ($34,808) 7 wins. As Above.

ER STANLEY (g, Cincinnati Kid) 2, 2:06.1h, BT 2:01.4s ($17,196) 4 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (4 times); second in IN Sired Fair S. div (4 times), ISA Elite div at Indiana State Fair; third in IN Sired Fair S. div (twice) and final.

E R ROCKETMAN (g, Elegant Man) 2, 2:09.4h, BT Q2:00.2f ($13,227) 2 wins. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair S. div (twice); second in IN Sired Fair S. div (4 times) and cons; third in IN Sired Fair S. div (twice), ISA Elite div at Indiana State Fair. At 3, third in IN Sired Fair S. div (3 times).

ER STANLEY (g, Mr Cantab) 2, 2:09.2h, BT 1:59.3s ($11,654) 1 win. At 2, winner of IN Sired Fair Circuit div (twice); second in IN Fair S. div at Converse, IN Sired Fair Circuit div (3 times); third in IN Sired Fair Circuit cons at Indiana State Fair. At 3, third in IN Sired Fair Circuit div (3 times) and cons.

3rd dam

TIARA MIST 3, 2:05.1f, 4, 2:01.3f, BT 2:01.0f ($22,387) 7 wins, by WORKAHOLIC 2, 1:57.1. At 3, winner of NJ Fair S. div at Cowtown; third in NJ Fair S. div at Showplace Farm. From 3 foals, dam of 3 winners (1 in 1:56) including.

B L STARCHIP (m, Private Messenger) 3, 1:59.1s, 4, 1:55.3, BT 1:55.0s ($114,838) 6 wins. As Above.

Tnts Baby (m, Dakota Spur) 2, Q2:08.4s, 3, 2:06.3, 2:03.0f, BT 2:02.1f ($43,783) 17 wins. At 2, third in Genesis Series leg at Hoosier Park, Dam of AL MAR RACING RENO 3, 2:05.4f, 4, 2:02.1h, BT 2:00.2h ($17,816); Al Mar Last Chance 2, 2:11.0h, 3, 2:07.1h, BT 2:02.0f ($17,573); Al Mar Peggy Sue 2, 2:02.4f, BT 2:00.2f ($27,535) etc.

Virtual Viking (g, Bright Viking) 2, 2:09.4h, 4, 2:06.3h, BT 2:00.1s ($15,213) 4 wins. At 3, third in INSS div at Hoosier Park.